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his paper will focus on the carryforward feature of $150000 and the credit will be completely phased

of the adoption tax credit whereby unused cred- out at $190000 modifiedAG The $150000-modified

its due to lack of sufficient tax liability can be AG starting point of the phaseout range will be indexed

applied to future tax years Assuming that taxpayers in future years but the width of the phaseout range will

can quickly utilize their carryforwards credit remain at $40000 The per adoption limit for the tax

carryforward is viable alternative to refundability for credit and exclusion will be increased to $10000 in
taxpayers with low tax liability to receive full tax ben- dexed for special needs and non-special needs adop
efits With refundability taxpayer receives the full tions and beginning in 2003 the credit and exclusion for

credit even if the amount of the credit exceeds the special needs adoptions will not be limited to qualified

taxpayers tax liability In contrast credit with adoption expenses if expenses are less than $10000

carryforward is limited to the taxpayers tax liability each And finally the adoption credit will be allowed against

year Therefore there is no guarantee that the credit the Alternative Minimum Tax.4

will be fully utilized by the taxpayer

Carryforwards are not common for individual tax

There are currently two Federal tax benefits for credits and therefore previous studies have not focused

adoption the adoption tax credit and an exclusion for on carryforwards.5 Credits for 100-percent of qualify-

employer-reimbursed adoption expenses From 1997- ing expenses are also rare For example the child and

2001 taxpayer was eligible for 100-percent credit dependent care tax credit has maximum credit rate of

for the first $5000 $6000 for special needs child in 35 percent of qualifying expenses beginning in 2003 and

qualified adoption expenses The limit for adoption tax the low-income savers credit has maximum credit rate

benefits is per adoption not per year Qualified expenses of 50 percent for contributions made to such retirement

do not include employer reimbursements regardless of savings programs as Individual Retirement Accounts

whether or not the reimbursements are excludable or

taxable The tax credit phased out for taxpayers with As an alternative to refundability credit

modified Adjusted Gross Income AG over $75000 carryforward may mitigate the incentive to misclaim

and taxpayers with modified AG greater than $115000 refundable credit by requiring positive tax liability in fu

received no credit The tax credit is non-refundable but tare years
for the carryforward credit to be claimed In

unused credits can be carried forward and used during addition credit canyforward helps limit the adverse

the subsequent tax years Employer reimbursements incentive effects from the interaction of refundability with

for qualified adoption expenses up to the legal limit are 100-percent credit such as the adoption tax credit

excludable from income.2 The limits and phaseout for For example the lack of incentive for adopting parents

the exclusion are the same as for the adoption credit.3 to limit adoption expenses up to the credit maximum
Tax benefits for adoption are not allowed for stepparent

under the adoption credit would be exacerbated if the

adoptions For 1997 some 36375 returns claimed the adoption tax credit was fully refundable The credit

adoption tax credit while 2937 returns reported em- cariyforward option is also less expensive in terms of

ployer-provided adoption benefits over $70 million in tax revenue costs particularly in the
years immediately fol

benefits were received in 1997 U.S Department of the lowing initiation of the credit than fully refundable credit

Treasury 2000
major issue for tax policy is the length of time

Under the Economic Growth and Tax Relief Rec- necessary for taxpayers to fully utilize carryforward

onciliation Act of 2001 EGTRRA beginning in the 2002 credit If credit carryforward is able to fully deliver

tax year the phaseout range will begin at modified AGI tax benefitsto low-income taxpayers in timely fashion
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other Federal tax credits may incorporate this feature in that tax data should not be used for examining

the future For the adoption credit if households suffer adoptions in general First of all stepparent adoptions

temporary drop in income in the year of the adoption are not eligible for tax benefits and therefore almost

perhaps from one spouse leaving the workforce to de- half of all adoptions that occur in given year will not

vote time to the adoption process then the carryforward appear in tax data Secondly special needs adoptions

maybe fully utilized in short period of time However may be fully funded by public agencies Fully funded

if adopting families with carryforward continue to have adoptions do not incur qualifying adoption expenses and

little or no tax liability then carryforward credit is not are therefore ineligible for adoption tax benefits For

an attractive alternative to refundability for these families Fiscal Year 1998 about 36000 children were adopted

from the public foster care system.8 However it is un
The paper will investigate claims of 1997 adoption known how many of these adoptions were fully funded.9

canyforward credits in 1998 and 1999 Using special Thirdly adopting households with no current year tax

Internal Revenue Service IRS extract of all tax re-
liability only appear in tax data if they utilize the

turns claiming the adoption credit for the 1997-1999 tax carryforward credit in future years And finally high-

years the cross-sectional data show that over 40 per- income households that adopt will not appear in tax data

cent of 1997 carryforward credits are claimed after if they fall outside the phaseout range for adoption tax

year The unedited data indicate that almost 90 percent benefits Overall tax data can account for less than

of 1997 carryforward credits are claimed after years half of all adoptions that occur in given year

However closer examination of the data suggests that

this percentage is biased upwards Carryforward cred- Federal tax benefits for adoption were effective

its from 1997 in the 1999 data need to be adjusted down- beginning in Tax Year 1997 For 1997 only finalized

ward due to reporting errors which could have occurred adoptions were eligible for the credit Therefore house-

either at the taxpayer or the data processing level And holds claiming the adoption credit for 1997 would not be

the carryforward credits in the 1997 data need to be expected to incur additional qualifing adoption expenses

adjusted upwards to account for returns with no tax li- for these adoptions Special IRS cross-sectional extracts

ability in 1997 but which appear in later years Both of of all returns filing Form 8839 in 1997 1998 and 1999

these adjustments work in the direction of lowering the were examined These extracts contain unedited and

percentage of canyforward credits claimed after years unamended tax return information for most but not all

After adjusting the data we fmd that around 60 percent entries on Form 8839 The tax data for 1997 and 1998

of 1997 carryforward credits are claimed after years are described in more detail in U.S Department of the

Treasury 2000 For 1997 the IRS extract contains

The paper is structured as follows The first section information on the amount of credit carried forward to

describes the data and the second section presents the future years For 1998 and 1999 the IRS extract con-

tabulations of carryforward credit claims The third sec- tains information on the amount of credit carried for

tion discusses issues involved with carryforwards and ward from 1997

the fourth section concludes

Results

Data
The basic analysis examines information from each

Reliable data on total adoptions have not been
sys- separate cross-section so that there is no matching of

tematically collected The most recent comprehensive returns across years Table shows that for 1997 re

analysis found atotal of around 127000 children in 1992 turns claiming the adoption credit 14923 returns had

Flango and Flango 995.6 Around 40 percent
of these

positive credit carryforward to future tax years totaling

adoptions were stepparent adoptions The number of just over $30 million.0 So 41 percent of returns filing

foreign adoptions is available from the State Department 1997 Form 8839 had credit canyforward to future

and the Immigration and Naturalization Service For 1999 years In 1998 some 11257 returns reported positive

about 16400 foreign children were adopted.7 credit carryforward from 1997 Of the more than $24
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million in carryforward credits eligible to be claimed by tains five entries labeled credit canyforward to and

these returns in 1998 about $13.2 million were actually from various years This entry error could occur at the

claimed in 1998 with the rest being carried forward to taxpayer or the data processing level Since only final-

future years The table shows that 6011 returns in 1998 ized adoptions were eligible for the adoption tax credit in

fully utilized their credit carryforwards from 1997 1997 the carryforward credit from 1997 should not equal

the carryforward credit from 1999 if positive credit

The tabulation from the 1999 data shows that 12348 was claimed in 1999 Therefore returns were deleted

returns showed positive credit carryforward from 1997 from the 1999 carryforward totals where the reported

Over $28 million in carryforward credits were eligible to carryforward credit from 1997 equaled the calculated

be claimed in 1999 and $13.6 million were actually carryforward credit from 1999 to future years and

claimed Of the returns with carryforward credits from
positive credit was claimed in 1999 Note that mis-

1997 some 6076 fully utilized their credit carryforward statement of carryforward credits does not mean that

in 1999 The corresponding data are broken out for spe- the overall adoption credit claimed by the taxpayer is

cial needs foreign and non-special needs/non-foreign necessarily incorrect

adoptions in Table

Next some returns with carryforward credit from

These tabulations of the cross-sectional data
sug- 1997 did not appear in the 1997 data presumably be

gest that 81 percent of returns with credit carryforward cause of no tax liability in 1997 These returns may
in 1997 fully utilize their carryforwards by 1999 and 89.5

represent new returns that should be added to the origi

percent of the canyforward credit from 1997 is claimed nal 1997 data The panel aspect of the data was used to

by 1999 The conclusion to be drawn from the cross-
identifi returns which first appear in 1998 or 1999 showing

sectional tabulations would be that the credit carryforward credit from 1997 These returns are

carryforward is very effective way to deliver adoption summarized in Table

tax benefits to households with low tax liability in the

base year However closer examination of the raw Table shows that over 5000 returns reported

cross-sectional data shows that the tabulations in Table canyforward credit from 1997 that did not appear in the

likely overstate the utilization of the credit carryforward original 1997 cross-sectional data Adding these to the

1997 totals increases the number of returns with

If we assume the data from 1998 are correct then carryforward credit from 1997 by over 30 percent The

the tabulations from the 1999 data are suspect For amount of carryforward credit from 1997 also increases

all adoptions the difference between the number of re- by over 30 percent The adjusted 1997 data and the

turns showing credit carryforward in 1997 and those
adjusted 1999 data are presented in Table Note that

fully utilizing the credit carryforward in 1998 leaves the adjusted 1999 data in Table are around 80 percent

maximum of 8912 returns that could have shown credit of their corresponding values in Table

carryforward from 1997 for TaxYear 1999.12 An analo

gous calculation for the amount of credit claimed shows With the adjusted data in Table for 1997 and 1999

that maximum of $16.82 million in carryforward cred- it is calculated that for all adoptions 52 percent of returns

its from 1997 could have been claimed in 1999 This is with credit carryforward from 1997 fully utilize their

much less than the 12348 returns claiming over $28 mil- carryforward by 1999 and 58 percent of the carryforward

lion carryforward credits in 1999 that appear in Table credit from 1997 is claimed by 1999 These values are

much less than the corresponding values from Table

To investigate this issue we will first focus on the

1999 data since the 1997 and 1998 data were previously An earlier calculation showed that the totals in Table

edited for obvious mathematical errors in the prepara- were suspect as the amount of potential carryforward

tion of U.S Department of the Treasury 2000 Entry credit in 1999 was not possible given the 1997 and 1998

error is very possible since the Form 8839 for 1999 con- data The adjusted data in Table are now more rca
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sonable For all adoptions similar calculation now sug- turn may erroneously appear in Table Therefore

gests maximum of 14141 returns that could have shown return in Table may not represent new 1997 return

credit carryforward from 1997 for Tax Year 1999 and and should not be added to the 1997 totals in Table 39
maximumof $27.95 million in cartyforward credits from Unfortunately there is no simple procedure to determine

1997 that could have been claimed in 1999 These if TIN is being misreported and it is assumed that

values are greater than the 9775 returns showing $23.62 returns in Table all represent new returns for the 1997

million in carryforward credits from 1997 in 1999 totals in Table The caveat that not all returns in Table

represent new returns will offset some of the under-

As an exercise the information in Table is used to statement of carryforward credits from 1997 mentioned

estimate the amount of carryforward credit from 1997 in the preceding paragraph

that will eventually be claimed by 2002 the last year that

canyforward credits from 1997 can be claimed The With credit carryforward the taxpayer must take

calculations in Table show that 32 percent of care to keep track of unused credits over time In the

canyforward credits from 1997 are claimed in 1998 specific case of the adoption credit adoptions in differ-

Another 26 percent is claimed in 1999 so that 58 percent ent years can further complicate matters since the tax-

of canyforward credits from 1997 are claimed after two payer must keep track of carryforward credits from dif

By maintaining the ratio of the decline from 1998 to ferent base years Claiming carryforward for the adop

1999 26%132%.81 for the percent of carryforward tion credit will only become more confusing as

credits from 1997 claimed in subsequent years then 21 carryforward credits from more years are possible

percent is claimed in 2000 17 percent in 2001 and the Great care is needed in designing the carryforward to

final percent in 2002 Under this scenario all minimize taxpayer burden and confusion Instructions

carryforward credits from 1997 are claimed in the sub- for the taxpayer need to be simple and clear to avoid

sequent years
after the initial claim6 taxpayer confusion as much as possible For example

taxpayers may mistakenly believe that the phaseout ap
Discussion

plies in the year carryforward credit is claimed Actu

ally the phaseout only applies in the year of the initial

There are few caveats to be noted for the analysis claim And while misstated carryforward credit does

presented here First even with the adjustments from not necessarily lead to an incorrect overall credit claim

Table the 1997 data continue to be understated The by taxpayer complex and confusing items increase

amount of carryforward credit from 1997 will naturally the likelihood that mistakes will be made One option is

increase when data from further years are available for the IRS to calculate and inform the taxpayer of any

The tabulations in Table do show decrease in the carryforward credit so that he or she does not have to

carryforward credit from 1997 for all adoptions as we track down previous tax returns to determine the credit

move from returns that first appear in 1998 to returns carryforward.2

that first appear in 1999 And it is reasonable to expect

this trend to be non-linear for 2000-2002 because the 2000 Conclusion

tax year will be the third year since the original 1997

credit could be claimed The number of returns with This paper has examined the amount of carryforward

carryforward credit from 1997 first appearing in 2000 adoption credits utilized in the
years

after the credits

should be small so that the increase may be minimal8 were originally available The results will help in the

design and implementation of credit carryforwards for

Also the data as presented in Table contain re- other provisions in the future For example it needs to

turns that cannot be matched to 1997 return by the be determined whether the benefits of using

Taxpayer Identification Number TIN of the primary carryforward credit to deliver tax benefits outweigh the

taxpayer For matching purposes if there is any error in added complexity in tax returns for low- and moderate-

the reporting of the TIN in the unedited tax data re- income taxpayers
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Using special IRS tax return data from 1997-1999 For the exclusion modified AG includes all em-

the aggregate data show that almost 90 percent of ployer payments and reimbursements for adop

carryforward credit dollars from 1997 are utilized by tion expenses

1999 However an examination of the raw data sug

gests that utilization of the credit carryforward is biased For more on Federal tax benefits for adoption see

upwards The analysis suggests two sources of the bias U.S Department of the Treasury 2000

misreporting of canyforward credits from 1997 in 1999

and an understatement of the amount of carryforward
The District of Columbia First-Time Homebuyer

Credit is another tax credit with canyforward
credits in 1997 The former is due to entry error while

feature
the latter is due to tax returns which do not appear in the

original 1997 data because they lack any 1997 tax habit-
The National Council forAdoption periodically con

ity After making adjustments to the data it is estimated
ducts survey of adoptions They estimate that

that about 60 percent of adoption carryforward credit
120000 children were adopted in 1996 National

dollars from 1997 are utilized by 1999
Council for Adoption 1999
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Footnotes 8839 for 1998 is much simpler than for 1999 in

terms of the carryforward credit because any

Information on the adoption credit and exclusion carryforward credit must come from 1997

is provided on Form 8839

The data for special needs adoptions are clearly

Amounts excluded are still subject to Social Secu- incorrect The number of 1999 returns claiming

rity and Medicare taxes carryforward credit from 1997 1329 is greater
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than the number of 1997 returns with Table shows that the number of new returns for

carryforward credit to future years 1155 special needs adoptions actually increases from

1998 to 1999 This may not be surprising since

14923 minus 60118912 households adopting special needs children tend

to be low- to moderate-income families and are

Imposing the additional requirement that deleted
more likely to have no tax liability against which to

returns show no new adoption expenses to ac-
take the carrylorward credit

count for adoptions after 1997 did not result in

fewer deletions Footnote 16 details why it will not be possible to

determine the carryforward credit from 1997 in

20l52minus601114141 Tax Year 2000 returns

For example 26%.8121% for 2000 If returns in Table represent
new returns which

did not appear in the 1997 data the IRS would

Unfortunately for Tax Year 2000 Form 8839 con-
generally require the taxpayer to file an amended

tains only an entry for cariyforward credits to 2000 1997 return for the carryforward credit from 1997

instead of assigning carryforward credits from pre- to be valid The IRS data studied here do not

vious years This will make it difficult to deter- contain amended returns

mine how many carryforward credits from 1997

are claimed for Tax Year 2000 would like to thank Mike Udell for this suggestion
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Table Returns showing carryforward credit from 1997 which did not appear in the original 1997 data

Returns Amount of Carryforward

from 1997

number $000s

All Adoptions

Returns appearing in 1998 but not 1997 2817 5985

Returns only appearing in 1999 2412 5147

Special Needs Adoptions

Returns appearing in 1998 but not 1997 294 695

Returns only appearing in 1999 329 730

Foreign Adoptions

Returns appearing in 1998 but not 1997 807 2088

Returns only appearing in 1999 543 1648

Non-Special Needs/Non-Foreign Adoptions

Returns appearing in 1998 but not 1997 1716 3201

Returns only appearing in 1999 1540 2769
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